11550 Drug Recognition

Course Summary:
To introduce Deputies serving in the Jail with basic knowledge of drug recognition. This class will introduce the basic principles of the concepts of the basic DRE / DAR program; Be able to recognize the signs of influence from the seven drug categories; Identify the 12 step evaluation and testing process; Perform the Psychophysical tests (SFSTs); Identify the Poly Drug Terminology; Prepare a complete narrative and 11550 H&S Influence report; and preparation for Court testimony.

Performance Objectives
1. Explain the concepts of the basic DRE / DAR program
2. Verbalize how to recognize the signs of influence from the seven drug categories
3. Identify the 12 step evaluation and testing process
4. Describe how to Perform the Psychophysical tests (SFSTs)
5. Identify the Poly Drug Terminology
6. Prepare a complete narrative and 11550 H&S Influence report
7. Explain how to Prepare for Court testimony
8. Successfully complete the final examination to the instructor’s satisfaction.